CALS EXECUTIVE COUNCIL
Antin, Burgess, Ratje, Silvertooth, Staten
Monday, October 02, 2017
2:30p.m.-5:00p.m., Forbes 306

2:45p.m.- Dustin Green, UA HR presentation and discussions
3:45p.m.- Jon Chorover, IE Directorship

1. Employee/Unit Issues
   a. Review and Discuss CALS TR and CES UA Human Resources Data - Dustin Green UA HR
   b. Partnering with CoENGR
   c. Faculty member discussion Jon Chorover
   d. ABE startup issue

2. Budget, finance, business
   a. How do we know interventions correlate to our outcomes?

3. Mission areas
   a. Nose in, fingers out: the role of mission directors in CALS

4. Capital assets